THE NEED FOR A MODERN DATA PLATFORM

Traditional data management systems have not kept up with the demand for data and analytics, and are often inflexible and complicated to navigate. Organizations that invest in an open, scalable platform for data management, data sharing, applications and advanced analytics can leverage disparate data across their ecosystem. It is time to build a modern data platform (MDP) to meet your organization’s unique needs and unlock accurate business insights.

SIRIUS MDP INNOVATION STUDIO

Our Innovation Studio will quickly enable you to take your first step on the journey to modernizing your data and analytics landscape. Leverage best-of-breed technology and practices to align stakeholders on new innovation concepts. We will work with your lines of business and data team to define your data needs and create a roadmap for continuous intelligence, agility, and dynamic scale. During the Innovation Studio, our data and analytics experts will guide your teams through a two- to four-week engagement that begins with a goal and scope definition workshop and includes:

- A three-day preplanning workshop
- A discovery session to identify success criteria
- A high-level architecture review
- Use case identification to establish and define use cases
- Data platform selection
- Data platform system design
- Configuration, development and validation of a deployment plan

WHY SIRIUS?

As a certified Cloud Service Provider with a large team of data architects and engineers, we have the in-depth expertise you need to make your custom modern data platform a success. We can engineer and develop a strategy to modernize your data management solutions, and create and automate models, transformations and migrations to deliver fast, reliable and scalable advanced analytics. We have expertise in the following areas:

- Hybrid and cloud data solutions
- Data platform frameworks and automation
- Data management accelerators
- Data integration
- Data sharing and monetization
- Data fabric and virtualization
- Modeling, clean and prep
- Data governance
- Security data lakes

For more information, please contact your Sirius client executive, visit siriuscom.com, or call 800-460-1237.